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1

Company history
We have seen dozens of companies struggle to get their internal software used
properly.
Too many employees, drowned in a mass of heterogeneous information,
scattered in the different tools.
Too many newcomers, looking for the document that a colleague has probably
worked on, but which unfortunately is not shared with them.
We looked at what existed on the market: data storage tools, collaborative
platforms, and other knowledge management tools.
But none of them could meet the triple need we found:
- ease of use allowing universal accessibility,
- the ability to interface with existing data sources, so as to always be up to date
with what already exists, rather than recreating knowledge in a dedicated tool
(which ends up becoming a silo of additional information, used by only a small
portion of the teams....),
- and which can provide an answer to the bad sharing of documents, without
harming their confidentiality at any time.
That’s why we (Arthur and Grace) decided to launch Outmind mid-2019.
Imagine having access to all your documents in one place. The second you need
it. Without having to go through several different applications in a row (your
Microsoft Teams, Sharepoint, Onedrive... and/or Google Drive, Dropbox or Box tools;
your Outlook or Gmail emails; your Jira or Confluence spaces, your CRM, your
project management tool ... the list can be long). With Outmind, you know where
to find everything, and who to contact if needed. No more wasted time. No more
useless sollicitations. You avoid recreating documents that already exist, and
can focus on what matters.
We are building the next generation of Enterprise Search. We are only at the
beginning of the adventure, building our solution with our first paying customers.
Since its creation in 2019, Outmind is supported by leading accelerators and
investors such as the Accelerator of Ecole Polytechnique, WILCO, STATION F,
Mustard Seed Maze, Sharpstone, and BPI France.
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The team
We have a mission: to give back to companies and their employees the control of
their knowledge.
We are driven by essential values such as simplicity, transparency, ambition and
responsibility.

Founding team
Grace Mehrabe
Co-founder and CEO
Previous :
Cofounder Lemon Learning,
Head of Operations Hyperlex

Arthur Caillaud
Co-founder and CTO
Previous:
Software Engineer Flashbrand,
BCG, Akka, ENGIE Digital

Luis Arias
Head of AI
Previous:
Cofounder Elysia, VP XWiki,
Engineer Balsamiq
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Team composition

Vincent Dandenault
Data scientist

Charles Tison

Reda Haj Khlifa
Sales Manager

Florent Jakubowski

Devops

Software & Data Engineer

Victor Poiraud

Marie Jeanne Sidoli

Software Engineer

Marketing & Growth

Chloé Einhorn

Operations Manager

Olivier Godard

Product Manager

Achraf Chaibi

Fullstack Developer
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Our product
1/ Files search: efﬁciency and speed
●
●
●

Full granularity: search in the title, the metadata and content
Evolution: configurable and proprietary relevance algorithms
Advanced search: filter the results according to type, source, date,
booleans…

Outmind provides a simple and intuitive interface to find any internal information.

2/ People search: unlock internal silos
On the basis of everyone's contributions, and following a request, the People
feature displays the right people to contact.
●
●

Outmind AI detects similar elements created by other employees, without
disclosing them
Direct contact: the requested person receives an immediate alert
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3/ Tags: capitalize on reference documents
Classify and highlight the most important elements of all your sources with
dynamic labels
●
●
●
●

Outmind allows you to add a tag to any type of information (files,
messages, emails, ...), in 2 clicks.
It is possible to use personal or team tags.
Tags are customizable: colors, text, tree structure, etc.
By using the tags directly in your research, you will immediately find the
corresponding documents.

Outmind allows you to tag your documents quickly and easily
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Digital Artwork
Outmind logo

Outmind icon

Google Drive link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1au5GIg8Wgwcd0rtIcLNyCecgfDdANDQq?
usp=sharing
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Useful links
Twitter
Facebook
LinkedIn
Outmind

Contact information
Grace Mehrabe
grace.mehrabe@outmind.fr
5 parvis Alan Turing
75013 Paris
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